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Sharon is a gifted leader and business strategist who specializes in
building organizations (for-profit and social-enterprise) from the ground
up. For more than 20 years, Sharon has leveraged values-based
leadership principles to enable business organizations and their leaders
to accomplish their visions. She works with entrepreneurs, executives,
and thought leaders across diverse industries, including corporate, non-
profit and faith-based, medical, gaming, and educational arenas. 

Rather than settling for “feel-good” or incidental impacts, Sharon delivers
results that transform leaders and their businesses, helping her clients to
experience quantum positive change.    
 
All of this is derived from Sharon’s deep faith and values-driven coaching
and consulting practices. She has the ability to work with start-up
ventures, as well as seasoned organizations looking to grow to their next
level. By instituting a 360 Degree Process, she leaves no stone unturned
in getting to the root of organizational and personal impediments to
growth.   
 
She is a Summa Cum Laude graduate of Palm Beach Atlantic University
with a degree in Leadership and Organizational Development, graduating
as the top graduate in her class. She is also a graduate of the Minority
Business Executive (MBE) Program at Dartmouth College. She’s been
recognized by organizations such as The American Red Cross, Bank of
America, Office Depot, Palm Beach State College, The Women’s
Chamber of Commerce, The Palm Beach Post, and the South Florida
Business Journal for her business and community leadership over the
years. 
 
She is the author of “Comeback With Confidence,” a manual for those
needing strategies to reenter the workforce after an unexpected job loss,
“What Business Are You In?” for struggling entrepreneurs, and “The
GORGEOUS Woman,” a faith-based study on how women can leverage
their faith to reach their maximum potential. 
 
Sharon also maintains a highly visible social media presence and is one
of the top leadership influencers on the LinkedIn platform. Her leadership
videos, posts, and insights receive thousands of views from around the
globe, per month. She’s appeared in numerous magazines, podcasts,
and television programs where she shares her leadership and
entrepreneurship expertise with the world. 
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A C H I E V E  G O A L S
There are numerous programs that

teach goal-setting. But what is the

point of setting goals that do not

come to pass? Sharon is all about

Goal-getting! She provides you with

the tools to set and ultimately get

the life-changing organizational

and personal results you desire!     

 

G A I N  C L A R I T Y
Early in her coaching practice,

Sharon noticed that clarity was the

most-requested and the most

challenging discipline faced by her

business clients. Many had burning

desires and important visions but

lacked clarity on how to achieve

them. Sharon responded to this

quandary by creating a 360 Degree

Coaching Process to walk any

leader through the cobwebs and

into the clear.  

C O R E  C O M P E T E N C I E S
BUSINESS & PERSONAL COACHING

L I V E  Y O U R  D R E A M

Most people die with their dreams

unrealized. Often the twin

enemies of fear and doubt act as

barriers to the realization of our

dreams. Sharon walks her clients

through a process designed to get

their dreams from their heads and

into action. Sharon shows you

how to live your dream! 

"Sharon is a phenomenal speaker,
leader, counselor, facilitator and
creative program developer. Her
intuition combined with her genuine
compassion and highly defined
listening skills allows her to
connect with the individuals she
works with."

Myra Quinn
Trainnovations

"Were it not for Sharon, I would
be the same place today I was in
December. She is kind and patient
while providing wise advice from
a successful business background.
I recommend her highly!"
 
Beth Crosby
 Editor Beth Services



C O M M U N I C A T I O N
According to Jeff Weiner,

Executive Chairman of LinkedIn,

soft skills such as communication

are paramount for organizational

success in the twenty-first

century. Most organizations will

live or die by the quality and

clarity of their communications.

Sharon's hands-on approach with

executive teams and staff assures

crystal clear communications at all

levels.  

 

E X E C U T I O N
Sharon works with senior

leadership teams to design and

then to execute a values-based

leadership vision. This involves

working personally with all senior

leadership members to create a

vision, mission and core values

that provides the North Star for all

decisions. She then provides

ongoing training and oversight to

ensure that the vision is not just

stated, but also implemented.

C O R E  C O M P E T E N C I E S
LEADERSHIP & TEAM DEVELOPMENT

S T R A T E G Y

Organizations often confuse

tactics with strategy. They

engage in numerous methods

for achieving their goals, but

there is no Master Plan. Sharon

steps into that void to assure

that leaders at all levels are not

simply reacting to change, but

intentionally creating and

executing a long-term strategy.

"Sharon provides golden threads
into key leadership and life
principles."

Professor Audy Johnson
Palm Beach Atlantic Univ

"Working with Sharon proved to be
one of the most
rewarding experiences. As a result,
the non-profit increased the number
of students serviced, experience the
most active and enthusiastic year as
board members, and most of all we
connected individuals to a
worthwhile mission."

Marva Wilkes
CEO Hucksters R Us



N O N - P R O F I T
Sharon is passionate about the

power of nonprofits to transform

lives and communities. After

piloting her own nonprofit

organization for almost two

decades, Sharon is prepared to show

your team the level of Board

leadership needed to bring your

vision to life.    

 

F O R - P R O F I T
Sharon prides herself on not just

being a top student  of leadership

and organizational development,

but also a practitioner. She has

built, developed or counseled

businesses in multiple industries

over the past two decades on how

to develop as organizations of social

impact and corporate responsibility.

Sharon believes that businesses

have  a unique opportunity to be

positive change-agents in the

community. But this must originate

from and be implemented at the

Board level. She shows them how! 

C O R E  C O M P E T E N C I E S
BOARD TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT

M I N I S T R I E S

Ministries and churches are not

just organizations, they are

organisms. As an ordained

Women's Minister, Sharon

understands the unique

challenges of balancing a divine

purpose with the practicalities

of leading and growing a

thriving organization. 

"Sharon was instrumental in
helping me to build an effective
board and in the
development of my personal
leadership. We started out with
one location, with
Sharon’s leadership and guidance
we expanded to seven locations in
six cities and two counties."
 
Aimee Nelson
Founder, Youmoms, Inc. 



Awards & Recognition

Good Samaritan Award Finalist Martin Luther King Award 

Publications

Women In Leadership Award 

Local Heroes Award



“What if I just did ONE session with Sharon,
” I asked myself, “and did everything she said?”

I proposed this experiment to Sharon Gill, whom I have long admired as one of the
foremost voices on leadership and personal development I follow on LinkedIn.

She asked me what my goals would be.....So we began
Three months after, I have
- written a children’s book
- moved from a small room in an old house to a top floor
- joined an accountability group
- secured three new major clients
- made a creation space in my home just for art

Leaders who really want the edge should work with Sharon Gill. She’ll help you define
success, to name your actions, and to be accountable to your own highest vision for life.
Lila Smith - Founder, Say Things Better

For the first few YEARS of establishing EditorBeth, I wasn't
clear on my purpose and focus. I knew my skills but not how
to combine my skills, gifts, and purpose. Then I met Sharon
Gill who took a personal interest in me and continues to ask
questions and reflect to me what I need to do. She helps me
see how I can accomplish more while enjoying my work!
Beth Crosby- Principal, Editor Beth Services

Sharon is the perfect combination of wit and grit, of kindness and
motivation, of strength and resilience. In my interactions with
Sharon, I have found her to be a thought leader, a compassionate
coach and a business expert par excellence. Sharon has my
highest recommendation and I’d grab every opportunity I get to
work with her in the future.
Falguni Katira - Growth Marketer

Sharon is an amazing mentor and friend. She has the ability to
see the best in people, more than they can often see in
themselves, and call you to a higher version of yourself.
her resources, like the Confidence Course, has helped me climb
higher in my calling and will do the same for you.
Brigitte Sylvestre - Morning Show Co-Host Moody Radio



 

HOW YOU CAN
REACH ME

 

 

 

sharongill.com
Website

Schedule a call with me
Discovery session

https://www.sharongill.com/
https://calendly.com/faithbasedcoach/discoverysession?month=2021-03

